Karma

By Cathy Ostlere
After the Prime Minister Indira Gandhi's assassination,
Maya and her father are separated and she must rely
on Sandeep to reunite them.

A Long Walk to Water
By Linda Sue Park

When the Sudanese civil war reaches his village in
1985, eleven-year-old Salva becomes separated
from his family and must walk with other Dinka tribe
members through southern Sudan, Ethiopia, and
Kenya in search of safe haven.

Ripper

By Stefan Petrucha
Adopted by famous Pinkerton Agency Detective
Hawking in 1895 New York, fourteen-year-old Carver
Young hopes to find his birth father, but when he
becomes involved in the pursuit of notorious killer
Jack the Ripper, Carver discovers that finding the
truth can be worse than ignorance.

Loving vs. Virginia
By Patricia Hruby Powell

Written in blank verse, the story of Mildred Loving, an
African American girl, and Richard Loving, a Caucasian boy, who challenge the Viriginia law forbidding
interracial marriages in the 1950s.

Here Lies Arthur

Esperanza Rising
By Pam Munoz Ryan

Esperanza and her mother are forced to leave their
life of wealth and privilege in Mexico to go work in
the labor camps of Southern California, where they
must adapt to the harsh circumstances facing Mexican farm workers on the eve of the Great Depression.

The Hired Girl
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By Laura Amy Schlitz
Fourteen-year-old Joan Skraggs chronicles her life in a
journal when she leaves her family's farm in Pennsylvania
to work as a hired girl in Baltimore in the summer of
1911.

Between Shades of Gray
By Ruta Sepetys

In 1941, Lina and her family are pulled from their Lithuanian home by Soviet guards and sent to Siberia, where
her father is sentenced to death in a prison camp while
she fights for her life, vowing to honor her family and the
thousands like hers.

The Berlin Boxing Club
By Rob Sharenow

In 1936 Berlin, fourteen-year-old Karl Stern, considered
Jewish despite a non-religious upbringing, learns to box
from the legendary Max Schmeling while struggling with
the realities of the Holocaust.

By Philip Reeve

Code Name Verity

Welcome to the dark side of Camelot. When her village is attacked and burned, Gwyna seeks protection
from the bard Myrddin, who uses Gwyna in his plan
to transform young Arthur into the heroic King Arthur.

In 1943, a British fighter plane crashes in Nazi-occupied
France and the survivor tells a tale of friendship, war, espionage, and great courage as she relates what she must
to survive while keeping secret all that she can.

By Elizabeth Wein

Viking Warrior
By Judson Roberts

Despite being the son of a chieftain and a princess,
fourteen-year-old Halfdan lives as a slave in Denmark
in A.D. 845 but through a tragic bargain he gains his
freedom and sets out to claim his birthright.

We encourage readers to be informed about
the titles they are reading. Commonsensemedia.org is a great resource to help you decide
if a book is right for you.
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The Astonishing Life of Octavian Nothing,
Traitor to the Nation: The Pox Party
By M.T. Anderson
Various diaries, letters, and other manuscripts chronicle the experiences of Octavian, a young African
American, from birth to age sixteen, as he is brought
up as part of a science experiment in the years leading up to and during the Revolutionary War.

Prisoner of Night and Fog
By Anne Blankman

In 1930s Munich, the favorite niece of rising political
leader Adolph Hitler is torn between duty and love
after meeting a fearless and handsome young Jewish
reporter.

The Boy in the Striped Pajamas
By John Boyne

Bored and lonely after his family moves from Berlin
to a place called "Out-With" in 1942, Bruno, the son
of a Nazi officer, befriends a boy in striped pajamas
who lives behind a wire fence.

Blood on the River: James Town 1607
By Elisa Lynn Carbone

Traveling to the New World in 1606 as the page to
Captain John Smith, twelve-year-old orphan Samuel
Collier settles in the new colony of James Town,
where he must quickly learn to distinguish between
friend and foe.

Revolution

By Jennifer Donnelly
An angry, grieving seventeen-year-old musician facing expulsion from her prestigious Brooklyn private
school travels to Paris to complete a school assignment and uncovers a diary written during the French
revolution by a young actress attempting to help a
tortured, imprisoned little boy--Louis Charles, the
lost king of France.

Copper Sun

By Sharon Draper
Two fifteen-year-old girls--one a slave and the other
an indentured servant--escape their Carolina plantation and try to make their way to Fort Moses, Florida,
a Spanish colony that gives sanctuary to slaves.

Seventeen-year-old Evie O'Neill is thrilled when she is
exiled from small-town Ohio to New York City in
1926, even when a rash of occult-based murders
thrusts Evie and her uncle into the thick of the investigation.

The Game of Love and Death
By Martha Brockenbrough

In Seattle in 1937 two seventeen-year-olds, Henry,
who is white, and Flora, who is African-American,
become the unwitting pawns in a game played by
two immortal figures, Love and Death, where they
must choose each other at the end, or one of them
will die.

By Stacey Lee

In 1845, Sammy, a Chinese American girl, and Annamae, an African American slave girl, disguise themselves as boys and travel on the Oregon Trail to California from Missouri.

A Death-Struck Year
By Makiia Lucier

When the Spanish influenza epidemic reaches Portland, Oregon, in 1918, seventeen-year-old Cleo
leaves behind the comfort of her boarding school to
work for the Red Cross.

Never Fall Down

By Patricia McCormick
Cambodian child soldier Arn Chorn-Pond defied the
odds and used all of his courage and wits to survive
the murderous regime of the Khmer Rouge.

Anastasia and Her Sisters

The Diviners
By Libba Bray

Under a Painted Sky

My Name Is Not Easy
By Debby Dahl Edwardson

Native Alaskans Luke, Chickie, Sonny, Donna, and
Amiq relate their experiences in the early 1960s
when they are forced to attend a Catholic boarding
school where, despite different tribal affiliations, they
come to find a sort of family and home.

The Luxe

By Anna Godbersen
In Manhattan in 1899, five teens of different social
classes lead dangerously scandalous lives, despite
the strict rules of society and the best-laid plans of
parents and others.

By Carolyn Meyer

A novel in diary form in which the youngest daughter
of Czar Nicholas II describes the privileged life her
family led up until the time of World War I and the
tragic events that befell them.

Lost Crown

By Sarah Elizabeth Miller
In alternating chapters, Grand Duchesses Olga, Tatiana, Maria, and Anastasia tell how their privileged lives
as the daughters of the tsar in early twentiethcentury Russia are transformed by world war and
revolution.

